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The invention relates to machines for endorsing, can~ 
celling or otherwise printing upon bank checks or other 
paper sheets, and it is more particularly concerned with 
machines of the type in which printing is effected by means 
of a printing couple including a die carrying cylinder or 
printing drum which is rotated intermittently as successive 
checks are presented thereto. 
A general object of the invention is to increase the 

operating speed of machines of the above general char 
acter and at the same time to provide smoother and 
quieter operation. 
Another object is to provide improved means whereby 

the intermittent starting and stopping of a high speed 
printing cylinder may be effected with a minimum of 
vibration and noise. 

Still another object is to provide improved means for 
coordinating the feeding of the checks with the rotation 
of the printing drum so as to insure accurate register of 
the printed indicia on successive checks, or in other words, 
to locate the printed impression in precisely the same 
position on each check. 
A further object is to provide improved controls which 

effectively limit the printing drum to a single operating 
cycle in each passage of a check through the machine 
irrespective of the width of the check. 

lt is also an object of the invention to provide a 
rotary drum printing machine of simple rugged construe» 
tion which is eíiicient, fast and reliable in operation and 
which permits quick and easy change of the printed 
matter. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
come apparent from the following detailed description of 
the preferred embodiment illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

Figure l is a partly sectioned side View of a check 
indorsing and signing machine embodying the features of 
the invention. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the machine with a part of 
the top cover broken away to show details of the printing 
and drive mechanisms. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary sectional view taken in a plane 
substantially on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 is a top view of the printing drum. 
Fig. 5 is a side View of the printing drum. 
Fig. 6 is an end view of the printing drum, and 
Fig. 7 is a diagram of the operating circuit of the 

machine. 
While the invention is susceptible of various modiíica~ 

tions and alternative constructions, there is shown in the 
drawings and will herein be described in detail the pre 
ferred embodiment, but it is to be understood that it is 
not thereby intended to limit the invention to the form 
disclosed, but it is intended to cover all modiiications 
and alternative constructions falling within the spirit and 
scope of the invention as expressed in the appended claims. 

For purposes of illustration, the invention has been 
shown as embodied in a machine for printing endorse 
ments on the backs of bank checks. The operating 
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mechanism of the machine including a printing couple 10, 
feed mechanism 1l, inking mechanism 12, a driving motor 
M, together with suitable controls, are compactly arranged 
in and enclosed by a metal housing 13. The housing is 
closed at the top by a cover plate 14 provided with a 
transverse slot l5 through which the checks to be en 
dorsed may be presented manually to the.` printing couple. 
in the exemplary machine the cover plate 14 is divided 
transversely adjacent the slot 15 into front and rear sec 
tions 16 and 17 hinged respectively at 1.8 and 19 to the 
front and rear walls of the housing. The front section 
i6 may thus be swung to the open position in which it is 
shown in broken lines in Fig. l, to accommodate the 
installation of an automatic check feeder, various types 
of which are available for use with machines of the type 
under consideration. 
The printing couple 10 in its preferred form comprises 

an intermittently or cyclically rotatable die carrying cylin 
der or printing drum 26 and a cooperating platen or 
`impression roll 21 which may be rotated continuously. 
As shown in Figs. l and 2, the drum Ztl is pinned or other 
wise nonrotatably secured on a transverse shaft 22 
journaled at opposite ends in anti~friction bearings 23 
carried on the side walls of the housing 13. The im 
pression roll 21 is rotatably mounted on a shaft 24 sup 
ported in parallel relation to the shaft 22 by arms 25 
(Fig. 2) mounted on the side walls of the housing 13 so 
that the shaft and impression roll can .swing as a unit 
toward and from the drum. The limit position of such 
movement toward the printing drum is determined by 
suitable stop means, herein shown as stop nuts 26 
threaded on rods 27 which are anchored at one end in 
the front end wall Z3 of the housing and which extend 
through clearance holes Z9 in the shaft 2:4. A compres 
sion spring Sil is coiled around each of the rods 27 so as 
to bear at one end against the shaft 24 and at the other 
end against a nut 3l. threaded on the rod. The springs 
thus serve to yieldably urge the impression roll 2l into 
operative relation with respect to the printing drum 2d. 
To insure quick starting and smooth shoclrless stopping 

of the printing drum Ztl in each operating cycle of the 
machine, the drive for the drum is effected through tbe 
medium of a friction clutch mechanism 34 under control 
of a novel trip mechanism 35. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
clutch mechanism 34 comprises a cylindrical member 36 
having a central bore 37 and two axially spaced pulley 
grooves 3S and 39. That is to say, the member 36 con 
stitutes a double pulley and, in the present instance, it is 
rotatably mounted on one end of the shaft §42. between 
spaced friction disks all and 41 non-rotatably secured to 
the shaft. The member 36 is rotatably supported on the 
shaft by means of a pair of sleeve bearings 42 pressed into 
the bore ’57 or otherwise secured to the member for rota 
tion as a unit therewith. Each of the sleeve bearings is 
formed at its outer end with a flange ¿i3 overlying the 
end of the member and presenting opposed annular bear 
ing surfaces for cooperation with the friction disks fill and 
di. Friction washers 44 of felt or other suitable mate 
rial are interposed between the bearing surfaces and the 
respective friction disks. 
To maintain effective frictional driving engagement 

between the disks ‘itl and lill and the flanges d3, the dish 
¿il is mounted on the shaft 22 for limited movement 
axially thereof. To this end the dislt »il is formed with 
an integral hub portion 45 having an axially disposed 
slot ‘lo for the reception of a pin 47 by which the dish 
is constrained to rotate with the shaft. A compression 
spring éi8 interposed between the hub portion ¿i5 of the 
disk and a collar Li9 fixed to the shaft as by a set screw 
Sil urges the disk toward the friction surfaces of the 
flanges 43. The force imposed on the disk may be 
adjusted by shifting the collar 49 along the shaft. 
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In the exemplary machine’the member 36 is driven 
continuously’by the motor "M through the medium of a 
belt 51 running in the pulley groove 3S. The member 
when rotatedÍapplies torque to the shaft 2,2 through the 
friction clutch mechanism above described 'effective to 
rotate the shaft and printing drum 2t? unless the shaft is 
positively held against rotation. 

intermittent rotation of the shaft 22 and printing drum 
2d is controlled by a novel trip mechanism which is posi 
tive in operation and which eiîectively minimizes shock 
and noise incident to stopping the rapidly rotating shaft 
and drum assembly. Referring to Fig. 3 of the draw 
ings, the improved trip mechanism comprises a stop pawl 

normally positioned to cooperate with a radially pro 
jecting .cam bar 56 secured to and rotatable with tbe 
shaft 22’. to interrupt rotation ofthe shaft. The pawi, 
of course, is retractable to free the shaft i’ r rot ‘in by 
the friction clutch above described. 

Stop pawl 55 may conveniently comprise a cylindrical 
pin mounted within an aperture ,5'7 formed. in one end 
of a mounting block 5S which is pivotally supported 
adjacent its other end by a pivot pin 59 carried by a 
bracket o@ on one side wall of the housing i3. The 
pau-.fl is Vmounted with one end projecting from the mount» 
ing block lor engagement with the cam bar At its 
other 'or inner end, the pawl is formed. with a head 6i 
adapted to bear against a cushioning element 62 of rub 
ber or other resilient material seated in a recess in the 
mounting block. This resilient element absorbs the 
shock resulting from the engagement of the cam bar with 
the end of the >pawl when the latter is interposed in the 
path of the cam bar. A >tension spring e3 connected 
1between the mounting block 5S and a lug 602» fixed to 
the Ahousing i3 yieldably urges the pawl into blocking 
position with respect to 'the cam bar 56. Withdrawal 
of the stop pawl '55 from the blocking position in which 
it is shown in Fig. 3 to release the shaft 22 for rotation 
is etlected, in this instance, by means of a solenoid o5 
suitably supported on the housing 13. For ‘his purpose 
the movable core or armature 63S of the solenoid is piv 
otaliy connected to an arm 6? secured to and extending 
beyond the free end of the mounting block 5t?. Ener 
gization of the solenoid istbus effective to rock die 
mounting block downwardly and therebyÍ withdraw the 
pawl from stop position. The end of the arrn «'57 is ex 
tended substantiaily beyond the pivotal connection with 
the armature 65 and is conñned between a stop bracket 

and the end of the solenoid to denne the limit posi 
tions to which the mounting block 58 may be rocked. 
A bumper 6? of rubber or other suitable resilient mate 
rial is provided on the outer end of the arm o7 to cushion 
the shock incident to the energization and de-energization 
of ̀ the solenoid and the resulting rapid movement of the 
mounting block to one o’ the other of its limit posi 
tions. This not only affords smoother operation but elim 
inates another source of annoying noise. 
The friction clutch pulley 3S is ‘additionally utilized 

to drive the feed mechanism 11 and the inlcing mecha. 
nism 12 of the machine. For this purpose a belt '70 
running in the belt groove 3% is `run over a pulley 7i. 
(Fig. i) keyed or otherwise non-rotatably fixed to a trans 
verse shaft 7'), rotatably supported lat opposite ends by 
anti-friction bearings 73 carried on the side walls of the 
housing i3. T he inking mechanism 12 which may be of 
any suitable and well known character includes the usual 
immersion roll (not shown) carried by a shaft 7d (Fig. 
l) se as to .run with its lower portion immersed in an 
inkweli 75. A pulley '76 on the shaft '7d is drivingly 
connected by a belt 7”/ with a pulley 78 fast yon the shaft 
72. As shown in Fig. l, the initwell 75 and associated 
eienients .are supported at kthe rear of the printing drum 
2b as by supporting bars V79 extending between the side 
walls of the housing. `A transfer' .roller Si) interposed 
between the .immersion roll „and the printing drum serves 
to transfer vink to the latter in well known manner. 
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In accordance with the invention, the feed mechanism 

ill is constructed and arranged to insure presentation 
of successive checks to the printing drum in precisely 
the same position each time so that successive impres 
sions are accurately registered in the same place on all 
checks. To this end the feed mechanism includes a 
pair of friction belts 5i each running over a pulley d?. 
fast on the shaft 72 and over a puiiey d3 rotatably 
mounted on a shaft extendingv transversely across the 
housing i3 below the impression roll 2i. As will be 
seen by i. ercnce to Fig. l of the drawings, the shaft '72 
is arranged above and slightly at one side of the impres 
sion roll 2l so that one run of each belt Si has a sub 
stantial area of contact with the impression roll. Accord 
ingly, these belts serve to drive the i ression roli. 

'Prefer 'y are spaced bly the pulleys @Z and pulleys f5.: 
apart axially of their respective shafts so that the belts 

e age the impression roll adjacent the ends of the 
roll. ivioreovcr, the upper pulleys S2 are positioned so 
that a check inserted through the slot 15 in' the cover 
plate or a check presented by r automatic feeder will 
be gripped between the belts and the impression roll and 
thus carried past the printing drum The grip; ing 
of the check at two lonvitucinaily spaced points effec 
tively prevents presentation oí the che-cit for printing in 
a snowed position. Moreover, slippage between the 
checils and the 'eed mechanism is reduced to a minimum 
so th.~.t the check is quickly accelerated to the surface 
speed of the impression roll which is rotated at approxi 
mately the same surface speed as the ‘iriuting drum. 
Accurate registration ot the printed imp sion on each 
check is thus obtained. ` 

Provision is made so that thc tension of the feed belts 
Si may be quickly and uniformly adjusted for proper 
operation under all conditions. For this purpose the shaft 

is fitted with eccei ric bushings 555i supporting the 
pulleys i3d. The shaft itself is ca tied in recessed bear 
ing brackets 36 on the side walls of the housing ld. Ey 
rot-ating the bushings the pulleys may be shifted trans 
;.iaily toward or from the shaft ’f2 as required. 
An important factor in the adaptation of the instant 

machine for high speed operation is .the construction of 
the printing drum Zit so as to reduce its inertia. to a mini 
mum. To this end, the drum is constructed to accom 
modate a plurality of similar printing dies and each 
printing operation is effected in a corresponding frac 
tion of a complete revolution of the drum. in the par 
ticular machine illustrated, the drum 2t? is constructed 
and arranged to carry two printing dies d@ and accord 
ingiy is rotated through a half revolution in each print-_ 
ingr cycle. r[he trip mechanism of course, is arrange 
to restrict the rotation ot the drum carryi 
a vhalf revoiution in each cycle and to this end the cam 
bar Si is extended diametricaiiy through the shaft and 
proiects equal distances on opposite sides thereof, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Referring more particularly to Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the 
printing drum 2t? in 'its preferred form comprises a skele 
ton frame including a pair of end members 9i.. Each 
end member is formed with a hub portion apcrtured 
for the reception of the shaft 22 and secured thereto as 
by a set screw d3. 

rïhe end members @il are similarly shaped each having 
two diametrically opposite e .ge portions formed on radii 
at the center of the drum. To these edge portions are se 
cured arcuate ,saddles or base plates M- which de‘line dia 
metrically opposite segments of a cylindrical surface hav 
ing, its center coincident with the central axis of the frame. 
Die 4plates 95 may be secured in any suitable manner to 
the base plates. The die plates carry the printing dies 
9,6 which may be formed from rubber or other suitable 
light-weight material with appropriate printing characters 
or numerals or its outer face as indicated Vat 95'. The 
dimensions ofthe base plates 9d- and other parts associated 
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therewith are held to the minimum required by the print 
ing dies to avoid unnecessary weight. 
The printing drum shown is equipped with settable date 

printing mechanism in addition to the fixed printing dies. 
This date printing mechanism is characterized by its sim 
plicity and lightweight construction. As shown in the 
drawings, the date is prin-ted substantially centrally `of 
the impression produced by the `lined die. Accordingly, 
each die 99 and die plate 95 is formed with central aper 
tures 9d registering with a similar aperture in the base 
plate Extending across the aperture in the base plate 
and disposed longitudinally of the drum is a bridging bar 
97 over which is threaded a series of endless flexible print 
ing bands 98 each of which passes over an adjusting roll 
99 rotatably mounted on a pin 100 extending between 
the end members 9i of the drum. Spacers 92’ `at op 
posite ends of the pin hold the adjusting rolls in centered 
position. 

The bars 97 are secured to the end members Sl as by 
screws 97” and, in addition to guiding the bands 96, hold 
the end members together as a unit. The intermediate 
portion of each bar is offset outwardly as shown in Fig. 
5 so as `to locate the rtype characters on the band 98 in 
the same plane as the type characters 95’ on the asso 
ciated printing die 
For adjusting the printing bands 98, each of .the rolls 

99 is provided with a ltnurled thumb wheel 101 by which 
the drum can be rotated and the band >thus shifted to 
locate selected type areas in printing lposition. As will 
be seen by reference ̀ to Fig. 6, the rolls 99 are located in 
wardly of and adjacent one edge of the plate 94 so that 
the thumb wheels fdl are conveniently accessible at the 
open side of the drum 2t). While the printing bands 98 
have been shown as equipped with type for printing month, 
date and year indicia, it will be understood that these 
bands may be provided with type for printing other in 
dicia if desired. 
To facilitate quick changes of the fixed printing dies 

90 the die plates 95 and saddle plates‘94 are attached 
to the drum for easy removal. As herein shown, attach 
men-t is effected by means of spring clips 96’ secured to 
the saddle plates as by screws 97’ and adapted to fric 
tionally grip studs 93’ formed on and projecting from 
the end members ML as shown in Fig. 6. 
The printing drum constructed in accordance with the 

teachings of the present invention is relatively light in 
weight and since two separate printing impressions may 
be made in each revolution of the drum, the inertia of 
the rotating parts is low. Operations may thus be car 
ried out at high speed without subjecting the machine 
to excessive strain. This is highly advantageous in af 
fording a high productive rate. 
The adjustable printing elements or date printing 

mechanism provided on the drum 20 may be readily ad 
justed, since the ltnurled adjusting wheels 101 associated 
with the respective printing bands are readily accessible 
at the open sides of the drum. Furthermore, ‘these open 
sides of the drum provide clearance for the impression 
roll when the machine is idle. 
As indicated heretofore, certain elements of the ma 

chine are driven continuously while others, such as the 
printing drum, operate intermittently. It will be under 
stood, of course, that by continuous operation is meant 
the operation when the machine is conditioned for use 
as when the motor M is running. Operating current may 
be supplied to the machine by a conventional plug-in con 
nector P and cord Ci-C in which is interposed an On 
and Off switch S (Fig. 7). Closure of the switch corn 
pletes an operating circuit for the motor M and supplies 
current to the other electrical elements of the machine. 
Motor M, of course, drives the friction clutch member 
36 continuously and likewise the feed shaft 72 and the 
immersion roll of the inking mechanism. 
Each printing cycle of the machine is initiated auto 

matically as an incident to the approach of a check to 
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printing position. Thus as a checlt is fed through the 
slot l5 to the feed mechanism it is gripped between the 
feed belts 81 and the impression roll 21 and carried 
generally downwardly between the impression roll and 
the printing drum. Immediately after being gripped by 
the feed belts Sl, the edge of the check is carried into 
engagement with a pair of trip fingers 105 (Figs. l and 
2) carried by a crossbar ide pivotally supported be 
tween the side walls of the housing 13. The end por 
tions of the trip fingers are arranged to extend beyond 
the front faces of the belts 31 and are received in cir 
cumferential grooves 107 formed in the impression roll. 

Projecting laterally from the bar M26 is an arm M8 
having at its free end a contact screw N9 positioned 
to cooperate with the movable member 11u of a micro 
switch lill having normally open switch contacts 112 
(Fig. 7). The arrangement is such that the engage 
ment of the trip ‘lingers 105 by a check rocks the bar 
1% and arm 10S so as to close the switch contacts i12. 
An adjusting screw H3 provided on the arm idd per 
mits accurate adjustment of the trip action. 

Closure of the switch contacts lf2 completes an en 
ergizing circuit for the solenoid 65 from cord conductor 
CZ, conductor 113 normally closed, switch contacts lid 
of a microswitch H5, conductor 116, switch contacts 
112, conductor 117, winding of the solenoid, and con 
ductor 113 to cord conductor Cll. Solenoid (i5 upon 
energizing retracts the stop pawl 55 as previously eX 
plained, thus releasing the cam bar E56 so that the shaft 
ZZ may be rotated by the friction clutch mechanism Sli. 
Due to the low inertia of the rotating parts, the printing 
drum is rapidly brought to full operating speed, that is, 
to approximately the same surface speed as the impres 
sion roll, and the printing die is impressed against the 
back of the check as it is carried along by the feed` 
belts till. 
To insure stopping of the printing drum at the end 

of a half revolution, provision is made for opening the 
solenoid circuit immediately after the leading edge of 
the check emerges from the printing position, that is, 
from between the printing drum and the impression roll. 
For this purpose one or more trip fingers 12th are po 
sitioned in the path of the check for engagement thereby 
while the check is still gripped between the belts S1 and 
the impression roll 21. As shown in Fig. l, each of 
the trip fingers 129 comprises an elongated metal strip 
having its end portion offset to form a paper engaging 
tip 120’ adapted to ride in one of the grooves 107 in 
the impression roll, The trip arms Mi) are mounted 
on a crossbar 121 pivotaily supported between the side 
walvis of the housing 13. An operating arm X22 pro 
jecting laterally from the bar 121 is provided with a 

contact screw 17.3 enacting with a movable member of the microswitch 115 to open the switch contacts M5 

incident to the engagement of the trip arms 1Z0 by the 
check. Opening of the switch contacts 11d interrupts 
the circuit for the solenoid d5' which becomes de-energized 
and releases the stop pawl 5'5 for return to blocking 

position by the spring 63. Accordingly, as the shaft completes its half revolution the cam bar 56 engages 

the stop paw] and interrupts further rotation. 
The provision of the check operated switch 1Min 

the solenoid circuit as above described, is further ad# 
vantageous in insuring against reoperation of the print 
ing drum while a check being printed is stiil gripped 
`by the feed mechanism. j More particularly, the `trip arms 
120 are positioned so that the switch 114i held open 
until the trailing edge of the check has emerged from 
between the printing drum and the impression roll and 
has passed the tip portions of the arms. Thus, regard 
less of the width of the check, only one printing impres 
sion may be made thereon and the mechanism is only 
reactuated for the next printing operation as an incident 
to the presentation of the succeeding check. 
The printed or endorsed checks after leaving the print 
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ing position are carried forward .by the feed mechanism 
into a chamber 125 in the lower Vforward portion of 
the housing 13. In the particular construction illustrated 
in Fig. 1, such ̀ checks .are deposited in a drawer or tray 
1,26 slidably supported in the chamber 125 by guide bars 
127 for movement into and out of the housing. The 
drawer as shown is provided with a front wall 125i hinged 
to the drawer structure as at E29 so that it may be tilted 
forwardly for convenient removal of the deposited checks. 
A spring 130 connected between a lug 131 depending 
from the bottom of the drawer and a lug 155'. struct; 
out from a cross piece 133 carrying the front wall mem 
ber 126 .holds the latter in the upright or closed position 
in which it is shown 'in `Fig. l. 
To insure proper stacking of the checks in the drawer 

126 without interfering with the in and out movements 
of the drawer, a series `of guide fingers i3d are arranged 
between the shaft 84 and the bottom of the drawer. 
These fingers may be secured yto the shaft 3d in any suit~ 
able manner and are provided at their lower ends with 
yieldable’tips 135 adapted to slide on the bottom of the 
drawer. , 

The machine is placed in operation by throwing the 
switch S tothe “on” position, thus starting the motor 

. M. With motor M running the clutch and double pulley 
member 36 is continuously driven and, in turn, drives 
the inking mechanism 12 and the shaft "i2 carrying the 
pulleys over which the feed belts Si operate. These 
belts drive ythe impression roll 21. As each checlc is 
presented to the machine either manually through the 
slot 1S or by an automatic feeder supported on the cover 
section 16, the leading edge of the check is gripped be 
tween the belts 81 and the surface of the impression roll 
21. The two belts provided grip the check securely at 
longitudinally spaced points and carry it downwardly in 
accurate alinement with the axis 0f the printing drum. 
Acceleration of the check to the surface speed of the im 
pression roll is effected rapidly and without the difli 
culties encountered when separate sets of feed rolls are 
employed Vas is customary in machines of this character. 

. In its advance by the feed mechanism, the leading 
edge of the check engages the trip arms 105 to close the 
microswitch 112 which completes a circuit for the sole 
noid 65. The solenoid becomes energized and with 
draws the stop pawl 55. Printing drum 2t) is thus re 
leased for rotation ’oy the friction clutch mechanism 34. 
As the drum and associated parts are light in weight, 
the drum accelerates rapidly to the same surface speed 
as the impression roll 21 and the printing die 90 is im 
pressed against the back of the check without slippage 
so as to produce a clear sharp impression. 
As the leading edge of the check emerges from print 

ing position it engages the tips 120’ of the trip fingers 
120 and opens the Vmicroswitch iid to interrupt the ̀ cir 
cuit for the solenoid 65. 
energized and releases the stop pawl 55 for return to 
stop position by the spring 63. This release and return 
of the stop pawl is timed to occur before the shaft 22 
completes half a revolution so that the projecting -end 
of the cam bar 56 will engage the pawl and thus inter 
rupt rotation of the shaft upon completion of the half 
revolution. The shock incident to the engagement of 
the cam bar with the pawl is effectively `absorbed with 
out vibration or noise by the resilient block 62. 

Since the trip finger 120 is engaged and held in Switch 
opening position by the check until its .trailing `edge .has 
passed the tip 120', recycling of the printing drum is 
prevented until complete emergence of the check from 
printingfposition. "lf, in the meantime, a succeeding 
check has engaged the trip ñnger 105, .a new printing 

'cycle will be initiated immediately upon closure of the 
switch 114. 
The printed checks are discharged kby the feed mech 

anism 11 into the compartment 125 in the machine hous 
íngrand are. stacked .successively in the drawer 126. This 

The solenoid becomes de- t 
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dra-wer may be withdrawn from the housing when the 
checks are to be removed and such removal is facili 
tated by the forward tilting of the door 12S. 

yIt will be apparent from the foregoing that the in 
vention provides a machine for endorsing, cancelling or 
otherwise printing on checks and similar discreet sheets 
of paper which is characterized by its high operating 
speed and its smooth quiet operation. High speed cyclic 
operation or lintermittent `starting and stopping of the 
printing drum is effected very smoothly with a mini 
mum of vibration and with substantially no noise. 
Moreover, the checks are invariably presented in print» 
ing position in proper alinement with the printing drum 
and in a manner which insures accurate registration of 
the impressions on successive checks. Double or re 
peated printing on the same check is effectively avoided 
even though the checks may -vary substantially in width. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. In a check endorsing machine, in combination, an 

intermittently rotatable printing drum, a continuously ro 
tating impression roll mounted in opposed relation to 
said drum, continuously driven feed mechanism for car 
rying checks through a printing position between said 
drum and said roll to receive a printed impression from 
the drum, trip means operable in response to the ap 
proach of a check to printing position for initiating the 
rotation of said drum, other trip means positioned for 
engagement by the leading edge of the check as' it emerges 
from between the drum and roll and operative upon 
such engagement to initiate the operation of means for 
interrupting the rotation of said drum, said other trip 
means being further operative to prevent reinitiation of 
the rotation of the drum until the trailing edge of >the 
check emerges from ybetween the drum and roll. 

2. In a check endorsing machine, in combination, an 
intermittently rotatable printing drum, a continuously ro 
tating impression roll mounted in opposed `relation to 
said drum, continuously driven feed mechanism for car 
rying checks through a printing position between said 
drum and said roll to receive a printed impression from 
the drum, a trip finger positioned for engagement by 
the ‘leading edge of a check as it approaches printing 
position, a normally open switch closed upon'engage 
ment of said trip finger lby the check, a second trip iinger 
positioned for engagement by the leading edge of the 
check upon emerging from printing position, a normally 
closed »switch opened upon engagement of said second 
trip finger by the check, electrically operated means 
energized for initiating and deenergized for interrupt 
ing the rotation of said drum, „and a circuit for said elec» 
trically operated means including both of said switchesk 
in series. 

3. In a check endorsing machine, in combination, a 
rotatably supported printing drum, an impression roll 
supported in opposed relation to said drum, a pair of 
shafts supported in parallel relationto said impression 
roll respectively at oppositesides thereof, a pair of pul 
leys carried by each shaft, friction belts trained over a 
pulley on each shaft with one run in engagement with 
the surface of said impression roll through a substan 
tial distance circumferentially of the roll, means forcon 
tinuously driving said belts, said belts driving said im 
pression roll and being operative to grip a check firmly 
against the roll and carry it past the printing drum, a 
tirst set of tripiingers positioned for engagement by the 
check as it approaches the printing drum, a second set 
of trip `lingers positioned for engagement by the check 
after passing the printing drum, and a control device 
actuated by said >first set ̀ of trip fingers to initiate the ro» 
tation of said printing drum and deactuated by said 
second set of »trip fingers to interrupt the rotation of the 
printing drum kat the end of the cycle, said second set 
of trip lingers preventing reactuation of the control de 
vice vuntil `the trailing edgeof the »check passes those 
fingers. 
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4. In a check endorsing machine, in combination, a 
printing drum supported for rotation, a friction clutchin 
cluding a continuously driven member drivingly associ 
ated with said drum, a stop pawl normally positioned to 
hold said drum against rotation by said clutch member, an 
impression roll mounted in opposed relation to said drum, 
check feeding mechanism including a friction belt operat 
ing over‘pulleys located at opposite sides of said rolls, said 
belt having one run in engagement with a portion of said 
impression roll and eiîective to rotate the same when the 
belt is driven, said belt and said roll serving to grip a 
check and carry it between the roll and said drum, means 
connecting said driven clutch member with one of said 
pulleys to drive said belt, a trip finger having one end dis 
posed in the path along which a check gripped between 
said belt and said impression roll is advanced toward said 
drum, switch means operable upon engagement of said 
trip linger by a check for initiating withdrawal of said 
pawl to free said drum for rotation by said clutch, a sec 
ond trip finger positioned for engagement by said check 
after passing said drum, and other switch means operable 
by said second trip finger for initiating return of said pawl 
to drum stopping position. 

5. In a machine for printing on a series of paper sheets, 
the combination of a printing drum carrying a plurality of 
printing dies, means supporting said drum for rotation, 
drive means including a friction clutch operative to rotate 
said drum, stop means including a pawl normally opera 
tive to hold said drum against rotation, actuating means 
operative to withdraw said pawl to release the drum for 
rotation by said drive means acting through said friction 
clutch, feed mechanism operative to carry a succession of 
paper sheets into and out of printing position with rela 
tion to said drum, a first trip device operative in the ap 
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proach to printing position of the leading edge of a sheet 
carried by said mechanism to initiate the operation of 
said actuating means, and a second trip device operable in 
response to the emergence from printing position of the 
leading edge of the sheet carried by the mechanism to ter 
minate the operation of said actuating means, said second 
trip device being elïective to prevent reoperation of said 
actuating means until the trailing edge of the sheet has 
emerged from printing position. 
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